CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1 CONCLUSION

In ‘The Fellowship of the Ring movie’ community has many unique creature and language. The researcher just researches Elven creature and how creature use Elves Language in movie. There were 6 creature (Elven, Human, Hobbit, Dwarf, Wizard, and orc.) and register found in this movie. Not all of unknown register researched by her, of course the word which relates to the Elven. Every new term seems unfamiliar to be heard for example *enya, holdin, lim, noro, hȧfo, namirê*, and many more.

Based on Biber book data, the researcher discovers the kind of form register. These form register shaped some new words which just unknown by that community. First, there is situational context, the linguistic feature, and functional relationship. For example ‘*Hafa Legalos*’, this word is an unusual word in daily life. After the researcher research this word is an language come to Italian language and mix with Greek. The researcher has researched the meaning of these register Elven Language by using some sources for an instance, Sinadarin and Quenya book which entitles the IMDS script or from internet Elves dictionary. The researcher discovers in the meaning of these Elves Language, what kind of it and what the register Elves language on the. For situation using these register Elves Language in daily conversation. The researcher noticed on a movie that has Elves register was uttered on ‘the
Fellowship of the Ring Movie’. Some terms are also uttered in the movie, but they are not too much. We can see from the meaning of these register that the dominance of conversation refers to daily and meet with friends. Furthermore, Elves Language are only used on ‘the Fellowship of the Ring movie’. The researcher concludes that this Elves register is used in the conversation and at Elven talk with how knows about Elves Language and on the place that they must use the Elves Language.

The researcher also researched about Elves register outside Sindarin and Quenya to compare it but not mention in research because too complicated and need much time to analyzes. Researcher just compares and helps herself to understand and meaning the Elves Language in ‘The Fellowship of the Ring Movie’. The writer concludes that actually in each the Lord of the Rings Movie has the same intention in using Elves Language, and what researcher found it same but with difference grammar.

The researcher hopes the finding of this study can give more understanding about register Elves Language. Not only heard it, but also diversity of language. Hopefully this study will be useful for those who want to conduct research in the same topic.

5.2 SUGGESTION

The researcher thinks that research on Elves Language by Tolkien is so complicated and need much time. There are still many unfamiliar language can be researched for instance, in movie community, creature on the movie, other
language, etc. There are still many aspects in language which have not been revealed. The researcher hopes this study can enrich the understanding of Elves Language on the Fellowship of the Ring movie and also enrich knowledge about the diversity of language in the world.

It will much something have to observe about Elves Language create by Tolkien that using on the movie, because in fact we can learn about Elves language and Tolkien on the one until three mount but we will found it still surprise until although one hundred years about it. So if want to research about Elves Language or Tolkien write just focus on one to observed. Tolkien is wonderful creature of language so what they create it complicated with other. It very good if you just muffle ambition about to know everything and want mix research about Tolkien Language, because it will never end. Just focus one language or one Tolkien work but u still read other Tolkien work to help you understand.

I should have preferred to write in `Elvish'. But, of course, such a work as The Lord of the Rings has been edited and only as much `language' has been left in as I thought would be stomached by readers (Tolkien, 1954) that’s is true, researcher learning and observe Elves Language that so complexity and ball up from the construction, grammatically, and vocabulary. Need much time if want to learn about all of Elves Language Tolkien create. For research in future those have limited time to will research, make limit and focus on the one Tolkien work. Limit that researcher made on this study is analyses Elves Language on Register. It is Language that use by a
community, in this study Elves figure or other that using Elves Language on ‘The Fellowship of the Ring movie’. What the important limit on this study is to found the limit end on our study, without it what will consideration about Tolkien language is never end.